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Abstract
At the 10-fold symmetry surface of the decagonal Al70 Co15 Ni15 quasicrystal, a ternary Al50 (CoNi)50 as well as a single-element Al structure is induced. The atomic
structure of these two induced surface phases and the 10-fold symmetry surface are
investigated with the goal to understand the interface and the structural registry
between the crystalline structures and the quasicrystalline substrate. Additionally,
total-energy calculation results of a crystal − quasicrystal interface are presented
which aim at explaining the observed Al growth on the 10-fold symmetry surface
of the decagonal Al70 Co15 Ni15 .
The atomic arrangement and chemical composition of all surface structures have
been studied using low-energy electron diffraction, secondary-electron imaging and
Auger electron spectroscopy. The cubic crystalline Al50 (CoNi)50 surface structure
is induced by bombarding the sample with 1.5 keV Ar+ ions at room temperature.
This surface structure is found to be stabilized by the quasicrystalline bulk and
furthermore a strong affinity between the crystalline and the quasicrystalline structure is observed. The crystalline overlayer is a mono-oriented body-centered cubic
structure and is oriented with the [110] direction parallel to the 10-fold symmetry
axis of the decagonal Al70 Co15 Ni15 quasicrystal. Upon annealing, the stoichiometry
and the atomic arrangement of the decagonal bulk is restored at the surface resulting in a reversible structural surface transformation. The investigations reveal that
besides the periodically stacked planes along the 10-fold symmetry direction, the
decagonal Al70 Co15 Ni15 structure consists of inclined planes lying at θ = 29.6◦ with
respect to the 10-fold symmetry axis.
The single-element Al structure on the decagonal surface of the Al70 Co15 Ni15
quasicrystal was induced by physical vapor deposition of Al at room temperature.
It is found that Al atoms start clustering into islands above 0.5 MLs coverage as
evidenced by their metallic character measured with Auger electron spectroscopy.
With increasing thickness, the Al film evolves in its native face-centered cubic structure, in uniformly-sized, 35 Å large domain structures, with the densest packed
surfaces, i.e., the (111) planes, oriented parallel to the substrate surface. Within
the plane, these domains are oriented along two sets of 10 discrete orientations.
Within each set, the Al domains are rotated by 36◦ increments, whereas the two
sets are displaced by approximately 2.5◦ relative to each other. The uniformlysized Al clusters grow in a Volmer-Weber type epitaxy on the 10-fold symmetry
ii
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surface of the decagonal Al70 Co15 Ni15 quasicrystal. The particular size selection of
the nano-domains and their well defined orientations are explained with the help
of a rigid-lattice atomistic model. The Al clusters nucleate inhomogeneously at
particular positions where the total-energy for the crystal − quasicrystal interface is
minimized. The incommensurability of the two structures causes the uniform size
of the Al nano-clusters.

Zusammenfassung
Zwei kristalline Strukturen wurden an der Oberfläche des dekagonalen Al70 Co15 Ni15
Quasikristalls induziert. Bei den zwei Phasen, welche auf der senkrecht zu der
10-zähligen Rotationsachse liegenden Oberfläche des dekagonalen Quasikristalls induziert wurden, handelte es sich um eine ternäre Al50 (CoNi)50 sowie um eine reine
Al Struktur. Die atomare Anordnung der quasikristallinen Oberfläche und der induzierten kristallinen Phasen wurde untersucht. Als Motivation diente hierbei das
Bestreben, die Grenzschicht und somit den Übergang zwischen kristallinen und
quasikristallinen Strukturen zu verstehen. Darüber hinaus wurden im Rahmen
dieser Dissertation Resultate von Energieberechnungen eines Modells der Grenzschicht zwischen kristalliner und quasikristalliner Struktur vorgestellt, welche das
Al Wachstum auf der quasikristallinen Oberfläche zu erklären vermögen.
Die atomare Struktur und chemische Zusammensetzung der dekagonalen Oberfläche, sowie der zwei darauf induzierten kristallinen Phasen wurden mittels niederenergetischer Elektronenbeugung, Abbildung von Sekundärelektronen sowie AugerElektronenspektroskopie untersucht. Bei der ternären kristallinen Al50 (CoNi)50
Phase handelte es sich um eine kubisch-raumzentrierte Struktur. Es wurde eine
Stabilisierung dieser Phase durch den Quasikristall, sowie eine grosse Affinität zwischen kristalliner und quasikristalliner Struktur beobachtet. Die Orientierung des
kubisch-raumzentrierten Al50 (CoNi)50 ist dadurch bestimmt, dass die [110] Richtung der kubischen Phase mit der 10-zähligen Rotationsachse der dekagonalen
Phase zusammenfällt. Die kubische Al50 (CoNi)50 Phase wurde durch Beschuss
der dekagonalen Oberfläche mit 1.5 keV Ar+ -Ionen bei Raumtemperatur, wodurch
die Zusammensetzung und deshalb auch die Oberflächenstruktur des dekagonalen
Al70 Co15 Ni15 zerstört wurde, induziert. Durch anschliessende Wärmebehandlung
wurde die Zusammensetzung sowie die atomare Anordnung der dekagonalen Oberfläche wiederhergestellt, was zu einer reversiblen strukturellen Transformation an
der Oberfläche führte. Es wurde gezeigt, dass neben den periodisch angeordneten
Ebenen entlang der 10-zähligen Rotationsachse auch noch geneigte Netzebenen
in der dekagonalen Al70 Co15 Ni15 Struktur existieren, welche in einem Winkel von
θ = 29.6◦ bezüglich der 10-zähligen Rotationsachse liegen.
Die kristalline Al Phase entstand durch das Ablagern von verdampftem Al auf
der dekagonalen Oberfläche des Al70 Co15 Ni15 Quasikristalls bei Raumtemperatur.
Hierbei wurde die Ausbildung von Al Domänen beobachtet, welche bei einem Beiv
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deckungsgrad von mehr als 50 % einsetzte. Dies konnte aufgrund des metallischen
Charakters dieser Domänen durch Auger-Elektronenspektroskopie nachgewiesen
werden. Mit zunehmender Dicke der Al Schicht wurde das Auftreten einer kubischflächenzentrierten Al Struktur in 35 Å grossen Domänen beobachtet. Diese Domänen
sind in zwei Gruppen 10 diskreter Orientierungen unterteilt, welche sämtlich mit
ihren dichtest gepackten Oberflächen parallel zu der dekagonalen Oberfläche ausgerichtet sind. Innerhalb jeder Gruppe sind hierbei die Al Domänen in 36◦ Winkelschritten zueinander angeordnet, wogegen die zwei Gruppen um etwa 2.5◦ zueinander verdreht sind. Die einheitlich grossen Al Domänen sind Volmer-Weber artig
auf der dekagonalen Oberfläche des Al70 Co15 Ni15 Quasikristalls gewachsen. Die
besondere Grössenauswahl und die wohldefinierte Orientierung der Nanodomänen
sind mit Hilfe eines starren Gitter-Atom-Modells erklärt. Die Al Domänen wachsen inhomogen an speziellen Stellen der quasikristallinen Oberfläche wo die totale
Energie des kristallinen-quasikristallinen Grenzschichtensystems minimal ist. Die
Unvereinbarkeit der kristallinen und der quasikristallinen Struktur verursacht die
einheitlich grossen Al Nanodomänen.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Chapter 1
Introduction
Quasicrystals (QCs), named by Levine and Steinhardt as a short form of quasiperiodic crystals [1], are a relatively new ordering state of condensed matter. Their
atomic structure is neither periodic, as in crystals, nor random, as in amorphous
materials. It is quasiperiodic. Crystals possess translational and orientational longrange order (LRO) whereas in QCs only the orientational LRO is preserved. The
translational LRO in crystals reduces the allowed symmetry axes to 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-,
and 6-fold [2], whereas QCs additionally can exhibit 5-, 8-, 10-, or 12-fold symmetry
directions. In 1984, Shechtman and coworkers for the first time reported electrondiffraction experiments on a rapidly solidified Al6 Mn alloy revealing icosahedral
(i-) point-group symmetry [3]. One year later, Bendersky discovered decagonal
(d-) QCs in Al4 Mn [4]. In a d-QC the atomic distribution is quasiperiodic within
planes while the planes are stacked periodically along the 10-fold symmetry axis.
Therefore, d-QCs are 2-dimensional (2D) QCs and represent an intermediate state
between crystalline and i-quasicrystalline materials.
Two of the most prominent 2D QCs are found in Al-Co-Ni and Al-Co-Cu alloys.
Both have been synthesized for the first time in the late 80’s [5, 6]. In 1989, Kortan
and coworkers have grown large-size d-Al-Co-Cu QCs in a thermodynamical stable
phase using conventional methods [7]. Soon after this first thermodynamical stable
fabrication of d-QCs, three different approaches were done to determine their atomic
structures. Kortan and coworkers used scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) to
investigate the surface structure of d-Al-Co-Cu [8]. The other two approaches dealt
with the bulk structure determination of d-Al-Co-Ni using structure refinement
methods on single-crystal x-ray diffraction data [9, 10] and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) [11]. The structural refinement method revealed that d-Al-Co-Ni consists of a double-layer structure with approximately 4.1 Å
period along the 10-fold symmetry axis (space group: P105 /mmc). P105 /mmc implies that within each layer, the orientational symmetry of the atomic distribution is
5-fold. Steurer et al. later refined this method and suggested a model structure for
the d-Al-Co-Ni QC [12]. Hiraga and coworkers used HRTEM and discovered that
the structure consists of quasiperiodically distributed column clusters 20 Å in di1
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ameter having 10-fold symmetry. Burkov refined these two models mathematically
using matching rules for the column clusters based on chemical ordering [13]. The
resulting model was the prototype of a structure model consisting of 20 Å clusters
having 10-fold symmetry.
Although a variety of stable structural modifications in the d-Al-Co-Ni QC system exists depending on both temperature and chemical composition [14, 15], the
above mentioned structure models do not take superlattice structures and disorder
into account. To determine the d-QC structure accurately it was necessary that
Ritsch and coworkers discovered a perfect (superstructure and disorder free) d-AlCo-Ni QC phase [16] using HRTEM. In 1997, investigations on such a QC using the
high-angle annular dark-field method revealed that column clusters in fact have broken 10-fold symmetry [17] in contrast to previous results. Saitoh et al. introduced
a new structure model based on these experimental results [18], where the broken
10-fold symmetry of each column cluster is an intrinsic result of the arrangement of
more basic prototype clusters, namely pentagonal and star-shaped ones. Takakura
and coauthors refined this model slightly in order to improve the density of the
model structure to the experimental value [19].
Meanwhile, a conceptually different model based on the Gummelt’s prototile
decagon [20] has been put forward by Steinhardt and coworkers [21]. The concept
is based on the fact that overlap rules can be sufficient to insure a unique structure
that has perfect quasiperiodic order. Therefore, atomic coordinates within one ’unit
cell’ (column cluster) have to be known in order to predict the entire structure of
d-QCs. This model was refined by Abe et al. [22] motivated by criticism by Yan
and Pennycock [23]. Finally, a last approach to determine the structure of 2D QCs
was based on Monte-Carlo simulations reported by Cockayne and Widom [24] for
d-Al-Co-Cu. Mihalkovič and coauthors adopted this method in order to predict the
atomic decorations of d-Al-Co-Ni on the basis of total energy [25, 26]. A comparison between the three completely different approaches by Saitoh, Steinhardt, and
Cockayne is written by Wittmann [27]. He points out that only subtle differences
between these models exist and therefore, it is reasonable to assume that one, or
all of them, satisfactory describes the d-Al-Co-Ni QC structure.
After summarizing the investigations on the bulk structure, the focus of this
paragraph is set to the 10-fold symmetry surface structure determination of the dAl-Co-Ni QC. The surface structure of d-Al-Co-Cu was already determined in 1990
by Kortan et al. as bulk terminated [8]. This implies that the chemical composition
and the structure are the same as in the bulk1 . The bulk termination of 2D QCs is
contrary to results obtained from i-Al-Pd-Mn and i-Al-Cu-Fe QCs [28, 29]. Lowenergy electron diffraction (LEED) experiments were also performed on the 10fold symmetry surface of d-Al-Co-Cu and revealed the near-perfect orientational
1

Although the bulk termination implies that the orientational symmetry at the surface is in fact
5-fold, I nevertheless speak in this dissertation of the 10-fold symmetry surface. This is justified
as it is assumed to have terraces at the surface of the investigated specimen.
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LRO of the surface structure [30]. After these pioneering works, it nearly took 10
years until other groups have investigated the surface structure of the d-Al-Co-Ni
QC. Secondary-electron imaging (SEI) and x-ray photoelectron diffraction (XPD)
experiments confirmed the presence of local 10-fold symmetry in the near-surface
region [31, 32] whereas spot-profile analysis LEED (SPA-LEED) results reconfirm
that the terrace height at the surface is consistent with the layer to layer distance
in the bulk [33]. Recently, STM was also performed on d-Al-Co-Ni [34, 35]. Kishida
and coworkers have observed that atom adsorption is preferred at local symmetric
sites on the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-Al-Co-Ni.
In this work, experimental results of a ternary Al50 (CoNi)50 and a single-element
Al structure on the 10-fold symmetry surface of the d-Al70 Co15 Ni15 (d-AlCoNi) QC
are presented in order to investigate the interface and the structural registry between the crystalline structures and the quasicrystalline substrate. These results
present an attempt to understand the interface between two incommensurate lattices. Furthermore, total-energy calculation results of a crystal − QC interface are
shown. These results aim at explaining the growth mode of Al on the 10-fold
symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi.
The structure of this dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 deals with experimental details about the apparatus and parameter inputs to the total-energy calculations. Chapter 3 presents experimental results of the sputtering induced ternary
surface structure on the 10-fold symmetry surface of the d-AlCoNi QC and attempts to explain how this structure can exist in a commensurate way on the
quasicrystalline substrate. Chapter 4 demonstrates how the Al growth on the 10fold symmetry surface is affected by the quasiperiodically distributed arrangement
of the substrate atoms. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the presented experimental
and computational results and ends with a short outlook.

Chapter 2
Experimental setup and methods
2.1

Details to the experimental investigations

A single-grain d-AlCoNi QC was grown using the Bridgman method, oriented by
means of the x-ray Laue method with an accuracy of ±0.5◦ along the 10-fold symmetry axis and cut by spark erosion perpendicular to it [7]. Before insertion into an
ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber the sample surface of approximately 5×3 mm2
was polished mechanically with granulation sizes down to 1 µm. The UHV chamber was equipped with facilities to perform Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), ion
bombardment, LEED [36], SEI, and Al deposition. The sample was mounted on a
rotatable sample holder with a resistance heater [37] built-in on the back side and
a cooling feed on the side of the specimen in order to control the temperature of
the sample. The temperature of the specimen surface was measured with a K-type
(chromel - alumel) thermocouple pressed down to the surface of the d-AlCoNi QC.
The LEED and SEI patterns were recorded with a 16-bit charged coupled-device
camera [38]. The 10-fold symmetry surface of the d-AlCoNi QC was cleaned in UHV
by cycles of sputtering with an Ar+ ion flux of 4.5×10−7 A/mm2 having a kinetic
energy of 1.5 keV and heat treatment (700 K for 30 min) [39]. The experimental investigations were performed with a working pressure in the lower 10−9 mbar region.
After surface preparation, the chemical composition in the near-surface region
and the quality of the surface structure (i.e., the perfection of the LRO) have been
examined using AES (with a primary-electron energy E p = 2.4 keV) and LEED
(for details about the AES and LEED methods see e.g. Ertl and Küppers [40]).
The SEI technique [41] was applied in order to gain information about the average local atomic distribution in the near-surface region of about 20 Å in real space1 .
This technique makes use of the anisotropic scattering distribution in electron-atom
interactions as also XPD does. Forward scattering is strongly enhanced for electrons above several hundred eV [44] in this interaction. In contrast to XPD, SEI
is a method revealing the desired information in real time and is therefore suited
1

The information depth and the contrast quality of an SEI pattern is strongly dependent on
the constituents present in the specimen as well as the angle of electron incidence [42, 43].
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to investigate phase and/or structural transformations at the surface. A two-step
model is appropriate in order to briefly describe how SEI works. Firstly, a primary
electron beam with E p = 2.0 keV is directed onto the sample surface and penetrates
into the solid. The primary electrons scatter at atoms in the near-surface region
and excite secondary electrons. The second step involves enhanced forward scattering and focusing of the secondary electrons when scattered at neighboring atoms.
Hence, electrons that escape into vacuum have predominantly been channeled along
interatomic rows of atoms in the solid. The secondary electrons are energy selected,
collected and made visible on the same back-view LEED display system with a total
acceptance angle of 100◦ as used for LEED. Therefore, an SEI pattern shows the
average local symmetry of the atomic distribution in the investigated sample as a
central projection.
Al was evaporated from a power-regulated atomic-beam source. The deposition
rate was 0.8±0.1 Å/min, estimated using the M1 VV AES signal of Cu and taking
a mean-free path of 6 Å for the 105 eV electrons [45] after Al deposition on a Cu
sample. During Al deposition the substrate temperature was held at 300 K. Both
parameters, the Al adsorption flux and the substrate temperature, are chosen such
that layer-by-layer growth (Frank - Van der Merwe type) is to be expected when
deposited onto the 10-fold symmetry surface of the d-AlCoNi QC.

2.2

Parameter inputs to the total-energy calculations

The total-energy calculations are based on a work by Ramirez et al. [46] in 1984.
They have presented a rigid-lattice atomistic model for epitaxy of a face-centered
cubic (fcc) (111) structure onto a body-centered cubic (bcc) (110) substrate which
reproduced the experimentally observed orientations for this fcc-bcc system. The
motivation of the calculation was to examine whether their routine is also applicable
to crystal − QC epitaxy and hence reproduce the Al growth on the 10-fold symmetry
surface of the d-AlCoNi QC.
In the calculations, the atom coordinates of the model suggested by Saitoh et
al. [18] have been used for the substrate. As explained in Chapter 1, this model is
believed to be one of the most reliable models to describe the d-AlCoNi QC. For
the single Al(111) layer, the bulk fcc coordinates with a lattice parameter of 4.05 Å
have been used [47]. Total-energy calculations were performed using a Lennard Jones (L-J) potential for the interaction between Al adsorbate and the QC substrate
atoms, consisting of a surface and a subsurface layer. Thus, the calculations depend
on three parameters: the interface distance h between the d-AlCoNi QC surface and
the Al overlayer, the depth  and the hard-core radius σ of a standard L-J potential
V (r) = 4

" 
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σ
r

−
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σ
r
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Figure 2.1: (a) Lennard-Jones potential as a function of atom-atom distance r. The hard-core radius σ and the depth  of the potential are
indicated in the figure and are set to σ = 2.55 Å and  = 0.25 eV, respectively. (b) Schematic illustration of the interface distance h.

where r is the distance between a substrate and an adsorbate atom. Figure 2.1a
illustrates the relevant parameters of the L-J potential whereas Fig. 2.1b shows a
schematic illustration of the interface distance h.
For the results presented in Chapter 4.2, h is set to 2.34 Å which is the bulk
interplanar distance of Al(111). Different calculations show that the exact value of
h does not influence the results qualitatively as long as it remains within reasonable
limits2 . The hard-core radius σ was deduced from calculations of the pair potential
for Al-Al [24]. It was shown that the absolute minimum for Al-Al is located at
√
r = 2.86 Å, which results in σ = r/ 6 2 = 2.55 Å for the Al growth on Al. Since 
is only a scaling factor in the calculation, it is set to  = 0.25 eV to eliminate the
prefactor. For the substrate, a disc consisting of two layers of 50 Å in diameter was
chosen. The diameter of the Al adsorbate disc was increased in steps of 1 Å up to
36 Å. When the Al adsorbate disc is increased beyond this limit, the same has to
be applied to the substrate disc in order to ensure that no boundary effects falsify
the results.

2

This means h ∈ [2.0, 2.5].

Chapter 3
Structural transformations at the
10-fold symmetry surface of the
d-AlCoNi QC upon Ar+
irradiation and heat treatment
In this chapter, the structural behavior of the 10-fold symmetry surface of the dAlCoNi QC is investigated with respect to Ar+ irradiation and heat treatment.
The first section describes the bulk-terminated, quasicrystalline surface structure
whereas the second section presents a sputtering induced mono-oriented crystalline
overlayer on the d-AlCoNi QC. A strong affinity between this crystalline (bcc-type)
and the 2D quasicrystalline structure is emphasized. The last section in this chapter
deals with an intermediate phase consisting of 5 domains of bcc structures on dAlCoNi and presents a model structure for the interface of the two incommensurate
lattices.

3.1

The quasicrystalline surface structure

The sample surface of the d-AlCoNi QC was prepared using the procedure described
in Chapter 2.1 with a final brief annealing at 800 K. By directing the electron beam
in the SEI mode across the entire specimen surface, the resulting SEI pattern does
not change, indicating that the sample is a single-grain d-AlCoNi QC. An SEI
pattern of the quasicrystalline surface structure is presented in Fig. 3.1b where the
incident electron beam is directed perpendicular to the 10-fold symmetry surface
[31]. Therefore, the bright patch signalling the 10-fold symmetry direction is hidden
by the shadow of the electron gun (central portion of the pattern). Nevertheless,
the rotational 10-fold symmetry is easy visible in the pattern because of the 10
azimuthal equally distributed bright patches at polar angle θ of approximately 35◦
where the rim of the pattern corresponds to θ = 50◦ . One of these prominent
7
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patches is marked with a square in the figure to guide the reader.
Figure 3.1a displays an SEI pattern after tilting the sample holder to the left
by 9◦ . The bright patch signalling the 10-fold symmetry axis is exposed on the
left-hand side of the projection of the electron gun. The orientation of the axis of
rotation in the experiment is indicated in this figure with a long-dashed line. In

a

b

c

d

Figure 3.1: SEI patterns obtained from the 10-fold symmetry, bulkterminated surface structure of the d-AlCoNi QC. (a) After tilting the
sample holder to the left by 9◦ in order to demonstrate the 10-fold symmetry direction. The long-dashed line represents the orientation of the
axis of rotation in the experiment. (b) The incident electron beam is
directed parallel to the surface normal, i.e., along the 10-fold symmetry
axis. The pattern shows the rotational 10-fold symmetry (e.g. the ten
bright patches located at polar angles of approximately 35◦ one of which
is marked with a square). (c) and (d) After tilting the sample holder to
the right by 18 and 36◦ , respectively, in order to provide more insight to
the d-AlCoNi QC structure. The dashed line in (c) serves as a guide to
the eye in identifying bands in the SEI patterns.
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order to provide more 3D views on the d-AlCoNi QC structure (beyond the θ = 59 ◦
limit), the sample holder needs to be tilted even further.
In Figs. 3.1c & 3.1d, the resulting SEI patterns are shown after tilting the sample holder to the right by 18 and 36◦ , respectively. It becomes apparent that the
prominent features in the SEI pattern of the d-AlCoNi QC, one of which is marked
in Fig. 3.1b, are due to 10 bands in azimuthal equal distribution at approximately
θ = 30◦ . One of these is marked with a white, dashed line in Fig. 3.1c. Such bands,
so-called Kikuchi-bands [48], are due to Bragg diffraction of quasielastically scattered electrons at planes with high atomic density within the investigated sample.
The occurrence of these bands points to the existence of well defined planes in the
d-AlCoNi QC structure. The bands reveal interatomic distances of approximately
2.01 ± 0.05 Å [49]. Steurer and Cervellino have suggested that besides the periodically stacked planes along the 10-fold symmetry direction also inclined planes
exist in the d-AlCoNi QC structure with high atomic density [50]. Although it is
impossible for atoms in a 2D QC to lie perfectly within inclined planes, the deviation along certain directions is smaller than 0.14 Å. The inclined planes which have
highest atomic density, resulting in the most intensive reflection in x-ray diffraction
experiments, lie at θ = 29.6◦ with respect to the 10-fold symmetry axis. The agreement between the presented SEI patterns displaying Kikuchi-bands at θ = 30◦ and
the suggested inclined planes is additionally demonstrated by reflection high-energy
electron diffraction (RHEED) experiments by Cecco [51]. The observed interplanar
distance of 2.01 Å for these inclined planes reconfirms that the symmetry within
each periodically stacked layer of d-AlCoNi is 5-fold. The double layer periodicity
of d-AlCoNi is 4.086 Å [50], resulting in interplanar distances of the inclined planes
as 4.086 Å × sin(29.6◦ ) = 2.018 Å.
Complementary LEED experiments were performed in order to investigate the
quality of the quasicrystalline surface structure. Figure 3.2 depicts a LEED patEp=50eV

Figure 3.2: A LEED pattern obtained from the 10-fold symmetry surface
structure of the d-AlCoNi QC at E p = 50 eV in near-normal incidence.
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tern obtained from the 10-fold symmetry surface structure of the d-AlCoNi QC at
E p = 50 eV. The primary-electron beam is directed parallel to the 10-fold symmetry
direction. The occurrence of sharp diffraction spots indicates to the orientational
LRO as it was also earlier reported for 2D QCs [30, 33, 34]. Parallel rows of scatterers can be calculated according to Bragg’s law. The distances are 2.36, 3.17, 3.70,
and 6.20 Å within an uncertainty of 2 % which confirm the bulk termination of the
10-fold symmetry surface of the QC [8]. The quasilattice constant of d-AlCoNi was
determined in x-ray diffraction experiments as 3.757 Å [50]. The conservation of the
LEED pattern when directing the primary-electron beam also in the LEED mode
across the entire surface confirms that the investigated specimen is a single-grain
d-AlCoNi QC.

3.2

The mono-oriented bcc surface structure

In 1992, Zhang and Urban reported for the first time on structural transformations
on the 2D d-Al-Co-Cu QC induced by electron irradiation [52]. By irradiating the
quasicrystalline phase with 400 keV, the bulk structure changes into bcc disordered
and CsCl-type ordered crystals. Such a transformation was known to occur in 3D
i-QCs upon irradiation with high-energy particles [53]. Qin and coworkers applied
Ar+ irradiation with a kinetic energy of 120 keV on d-Al-Co-Ni QCs and mentioned
a similar structural transformation in bcc and upon increasing the flux into CsCltype structures [54, 55]. Similar to these structural bulk transformations, different
groups have investigated Ar+ irradiation induced structural transformations at the
surface using SEI, XPD, and RHEED [56, 32, 57].
Sputtering the 10-fold symmetry surface of the d-AlCoNi QC with Ar+ ions of
1.5 keV for 30 min at 300 K leads to a depletion of Al in the near-surface region
due to preferential sputtering [58]. AES measurements reveal that the stoichiometry in the near-surface region changes to approximately Al46 Co27 Ni27 [59]. This
value is in agreement with that deduced from x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) measurements on a similarly sputtering induced surface structure [56]. In
Fig. 3.3b, a resulting SEI pattern of the sputtering induced surface structure is
depicted with the primary electron beam directed parallel to the surface normal
[31]. Analyzing this SEI pattern shows that the induced surface structure is a cubic
structure exhibiting its 2-fold symmetry (110) surface. The quality of the recorded
SEI pattern discloses that the induced cubic surface layer is at least as thick as the
mean free path of the secondary electrons because no features from the underlying
quasicrystalline substrate structure are detectable. Scanning the specimen in the
SEI mode across the entire sample surface indicates that the sputtering induced
crystalline surface structure is a single-domain structure. To give a direct comparison between the quasicrystalline bulk-terminated and the sputtering induced cubic
surface structure, the sample holder has been tilted by the same angles as presented
in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.3: SEI patterns obtained from the cubic, Ar+ irradiation induced surface structure on the bulk d-AlCoNi QC. The low-index crystallographic directions are labeled in the figure. (a) After tilting the
sample holder to the left by 9◦ . (b) The primary-electron beam is directed parallel to the surface normal. The specimen exhibits its 2-fold
symmetry (110) surface. (c) and (d) After tilting the sample holder to
the right by 18 and 36◦ , respectively. The white, dashed lines in (c) point
to the {110} planes of the cubic structure in the investigated specimen.
An SEI pattern after tilting the sample holder to the left by 9◦ is shown in
Fig. 3.3a. In this pattern, the bright patch signalling the 2-fold symmetry axis
is observable on the left-hand side of the shadow of the electron gun. The lowindex crystallographic 3-fold symmetry [111] and 4-fold symmetry [010] directions
can be identified at polar angles θ = 35.3◦ and θ = 45◦ with respect to the [110]
direction as labeled in the figure. In Figs. 3.3c & 3.3d, SEI patterns after tilting
the sample holder to the right by 18 and 36◦ , respectively, are depicted in order
to point to the Kikuchi bands present in the recorded patterns. In Fig. 3.3c, the
Kikuchi bands marked with dashed lines can be identified as {110} planes with a
interplanar distance of 2.04 ± 0.05 Å. The fact that the band which connects the
[111] and the [111̄] directions, and therefore representing the (11̄0) planes, is more
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pronounced than that connecting the [010] and the [100] directions, induced by the
(001) planes, suggests that the cubic surface structure is bcc (or CsCl-type) and
not fcc. Since the SEI technique does not differentiate between different atomic
species it is impossible to distinguish the bcc and the CsCl-type structures in an
SEI pattern. The phase diagram of the Al-Co-Ni system shows that Al50 (CoNi)50
exists in the CsCl-type structure (space group Pm3̄m) with a lattice parameter
of a = 2.874 Å [60] which is consistent with the interplanar distance of the {110}
√
planes as a/ 2 = 2.032 Å. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the sputtering
induced crystalline structure is a CsCl-type structure. In order to verify whether
this is true, LEED experiments have also been performed on this surface structure.
Unfortunately, no LEED pattern could be observed to determine the crystalline
surface structure accurately. The fact that no structural LRO is present at the
surface, whereas the SEI patterns presented in Fig. 3.3 show the structural shortrange order in the near-surface region, points to either a single-domain bcc (or
CsCl-type) structure1 with a diffuse overlayer at the surface or many, small, equallyoriented bcc structures which are distributed stochastically at the surface. Since the
SEI patterns do not show any indication of fuzziness, it is reasonable to assume that
many, small, equally-oriented bcc units are present at the surface. In the following,
I call this sputtering induced surface structure mono-oriented bcc.
Heat treatment of the Ar+ irradiated sample at 800 K restores both, the chemical
composition and the quasicrystalline structure at the surface. Hence, the described
structural surface transformation becomes reversible. During annealing, the bulk
of the d-AlCoNi QC acts as an Al reservoir for the segregation of Al to the surface
and therefore to the restoration to the nominal bulk composition. In Fig. 3.4, SEI
patterns of such a structural transformation are shown where successive patterns are
recorded in intervals of 20 s. The annealing gradient in the performed experiment
was 5 K / 20 s. Figure 3.4a presents an SEI pattern recorded at a specimen surface
temperature of 750 K. At this temperature, the mono-oriented bcc structure is still
present in the near-surface region. Figure 3.4 demonstrates that the structural
transformation occurs between 760 − 770 K. Additional experiments with slower
annealing gradients confirm this structural transformation temperature. In order to
emphasize the similarity between the crystalline and the quasicrystalline structure,
the position of the 3-fold and the 4-fold symmetry axes in the crystalline phase are
marked with triangles and squares in Figs. 3.4a & 3.4f. The dashed lines point to
the nearly perfect coincidence of Kikuchi bands present in both patterns.
It is worth to emphasize that all the marked features in Fig. 3.4a remain nearly
at the same positions during the transformation (e.g. the patches signalling the
3-fold symmetry directions at θ = 35.3◦ transform into prominent features in the
SEI pattern of the d-AlCoNi QC at θ ≈ 35◦ ). When considering the existence of
inclined planes at θ = 29.6◦ in the d-AlCoNi QC structure, the angular displacement
1

Although I could not determine the surface structure accurately, I nevertheless speak in the
following of a bcc structure for reasons of simplicity.

3.2. THE MONO-ORIENTED BCC SURFACE STRUCTURE
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Figure 3.4: SEI patterns obtained during the structural transformation
at the surface from crystalline to quasicrystalline on the d-AlCoNi QC
upon heat treatment with a annealing gradient of 5 K / 20 s. Each successive pattern was recorded in 20 s intervals during heating the sample up
to 800 K. In all patterns the primary electron beam is directed parallel to
the surface normal. (a) The sputtering induced crystalline surface structure after annealing at 750 K. (f) The 10-fold symmetry, bulk-terminated
surface structure after annealing at 775 K.
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is only 0.2◦ (two bands both inclined by θ = 29.6◦ but azimuthally rotated by 72◦
with respect to the 10-fold symmetry direction intersect at θ = 35.1◦ ). A close
inspection of the positions of the 4-fold symmetry axes, marked with squares in
Figs. 3.4a & 3.4f, shows that the bright patches slightly move towards smaller polar
angle θ. Taking inclined planes into account, an equivalent calculation shows that
two bands now rotated by 108◦ intersect at θ = 44.0◦ . Therefore, the calculated
angular displacement is 1.0◦ which is in agreement with the observed result in the
SEI patterns. The fact that the 10-fold symmetry direction transforms into a 2fold symmetry [110] axis upon high-energy particle irradiation was earlier reported
for the bulk transformation [52, 54]. It seems that this relationship is a universal
property of bcc and d-QC phases. A similar relationship was also reported for iQCs [61, 62]. Upon irradiation, the 5-fold symmetry direction of i-QCs transforms
into a [110] axis of the induced bcc structure independent of the sample surface
termination. The strong affinity between the crystalline and the 2D quasicrystalline
structure is explained by Steurer assuming that 2D QCs have a periodic average
structure2 [63]. He showed that the crystalline and the quasicrystalline structures
have the same periodic average structure if the crystalline [110] axis is parallel to
the 10-fold symmetry direction of the QC [64, 65]. A mathematical equivalence of
the 5-fold symmetry surface of i-QCs and d-QCs is assumed and hence, the observed
structural relationship for 3D QCs is also explainable. The strong affinity between
the CsCl-type and quasicrystalline structures is also supported by Monte-Carlo
simulation results for growth models [25, 66].
The stoichiometry of quasicrystalline phases is restricted to very narrow limits. The question rises whether the structural transformation upon heating from
crystalline to quasicrystalline occurs around 765 K because of the diffusion limitation of Al or due to the assembly kinetics to form the quasicrystalline order. In
order to answer this question the above described experiments have also been performed on a d-AlCoNi QC exposing a 2-fold symmetry surface (perpendicular to
the A2D direction3 ). The structural transformation occurs around 765 K also for
this surface even though the chemical composition has restored to the nominal bulk
Al70 Co15 Ni15 at lower temperature [59]. This suggests that the assembly kinetics
is the dominant factor for the structural transformation temperature. Another indication to this suggestion is the fact that after deposition of about 4 Å Al on the
sputtering induced cubic surface structure, the transformation after annealing at
800 K did not take place in the area of deposition whereas for the rest of the surface
the transition to the quasicrystalline phase occurred. The cubic phase implemented
in the quasicrystalline environment turned out to be even more stable [68].

2

The periodicity of 2D QCs is only preserved in 5 dimensions. The atom coordinates of the
QCs is then given by a projection to the physical, 3D space resulting in quasiperiodic atomic
distribution in 2 dimensions.
3
The notation of the 2-fold symmetry axis is according to Fung et al. [67].
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In summary, it can be said that sputtering the 10-fold symmetry surface of dAlCoNi with Ar+ ions at room temperature induces a crystalline overlayer with
a thickness of at least 20 − 30 Å due to the depletion of Al. This overlayer is a
mono-oriented bcc structure and is oriented with the [110] direction parallel to the
10-fold symmetry axis of the d-AlCoNi QC. Upon annealing, the crystalline surface
structure transforms back to the quasicrystalline d-AlCoNi structure, thus resulting
in a reversible structural surface transformation. A strong affinity between these
two incommensurate structures is found.

3.3

The 5 domains bcc surface structure and a
model structure for the interface

Before dealing with a model structure for the interface of the two incommensurate
structures presented in the last two sections, the intermediate phase presented in
Fig. 3.4d is first investigated. Figure 3.5b depicts an SEI pattern in near-normal
incidence of this intermediate structure [69]. The differences between this SEI
pattern and an SEI pattern obtained from the quasicrystalline surface structure
(cf. Fig. 3.1b) are the fuzziness of the inner portion of the pattern (up to θ = 30◦ )
and the 10 more pronounced patches at θ = 45◦ in the SEI pattern obtained from
the intermediate phase. In order to investigate whether this intermediate structure
belongs to the d-AlCoNi QC with a diffuse overlayer or to a different one, the sample
holder has been tilted to provide more insight to the structure in the near-surface
region.
Figures 3.5a, 3.5c, & 3.5d show the SEI patterns after tilting the sample holder
to the left by 9◦ , to the right by 18 and 36◦ , respectively. A further difference in
the presented SEI patterns is that the bright patch signalling the direction parallel
to the surface normal is less pronounced in these patterns than that signalling the
10-fold symmetry direction of d-AlCoNi presented in Fig. 3.1. Even after tilting the
sample holder, the SEI patterns do not show whether the surface structure of the
intermediate phase is quasicrystalline or not.
Although LEED experiments failed to give constructive interferences from the
mono-oriented bcc surface structure, LEED patterns have successfully been obtained from this intermediate phase. This demonstrates the presence of structural
LRO at the surface. In Fig. 3.6a, the LEED pattern of the intermediate surface
structure on the d-AlCoNi QC is presented at E p = 64 eV in near-normal incidence
whereas Fig. 3.6b was obtained at E p = 124 eV. The LEED patterns show a rotational 10-fold symmetry. According to Bragg’s law, parallel rows of scatterers
can be calculated as 2.29, 2.90, and 4.01 Å within an uncertainty of 2 %. These
values do not correspond to the 10-fold symmetry surface structure of d-AlCoNi
(cf. Chapter 3.1). A bcc surface structure exposing the (110) face can explain the
rotational 10-fold symmetry of the LEED patterns under the assumption of having
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a
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Figure 3.5: SEI patterns obtained from the 5 domains bcc surface structure on the d-AlCoNi QC. This intermediate state is similar to that
presented in Fig. 3.4d. The inhomogeneities in (a) and (c) are due to
the reflection of the primary electron beam at the surface and the image
processing procedure. (a) The SEI pattern after tilting the sample holder
to the left by 9◦ . (b) The primary-electron beam is directed parallel to
the surface normal. (c) and (d) After tilting the sample holder to the
right by 18 and 36◦ , respectively, in order to gain information of this
intermediate surface structure on the d-AlCoNi QC.

5 bcc domains each rotated by 72◦ with respect to each other. Indeed, taking the
lattice parameter a = 2.874 Å of Al50 (CoNi)50 [60], parallel rows of scatterers are
√
√
found at a × 2/ 6 = 2.347 Å, a = 2.874 Å and a × 2 = 4.064 Å in agreement
with the measured values. Consequently, LEED experiments have disclosed that
the intermediate phase consists of 5 bcc domains exposing their (110) surfaces. The
energy-dependence of the sharpness of the diffraction spots indicates that these 5
domains are not yet ordered perfectly. AES measurements of this intermediate surface structure reveal a stoichiometry of about Al56 Co22 Ni22 consistent with XPS
results of a similarly prepared phase [69].
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Ep=64 eV

a

Ep=124 eV

b

Figure 3.6: LEED patterns obtained from the 5 domains bcc surface
structure on the d-AlCoNi QC at (a) E p = 64 eV and (b) E p = 124 eV.
The primary-electron beam is incident nearly perpendicular to the sample
surface as in the SEI pattern displayed in Fig. 3.5b.

It is necessary to mention that the other two groups who have dealt with irradiation induced surface structures on d-Al-Co-Ni, both reported on the 5 domains
bcc surface structure, but did not observe a mono-oriented crystalline structure at
the surface using XPD and RHEED [32, 57]. For RHEED experiments, this fact
is in agreement with our results, but using XPD, it should be possible to detect
the mono-oriented bcc surface structure. The question why our group was able
to induce a mono-oriented bcc surface structure and, moreover, why only one specific orientation of the bcc structure with respect to the underlying quasicrystalline
substrate is observed cannot be answered. It can only be speculated that the sputtering process has an anisotropic influence inducing the specific orientation of the
bcc surface structure on the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi. The fact that
after annealing 5, and not 10, bcc domains evolve on the 10-fold symmetry surface
of d-AlCoNi is due to the 2-fold symmetry of the bcc structure along the surface
normal.

The next paragraphs describe an effort to develop a model structure for the
interface between the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi and the mono-oriented
bcc surface structure. The nearest neighbor distance in the quasicrystalline structure is a1 = 2.431 Å corresponding to Al-Co and Al-Ni bond lengths. This distance
is related to the quasilattice constant a = 3.757 Å [50] (a1 = 2/5 τ a). The second
nearest neighbor distance occurring in the d-AlCoNi QC structure is a2 = 2.858 Å
characteristic of Al-Al bond lengths [25]. The diameter of the prominent 10-fold
symmetric rings of atoms is d = 2 τ a1 = 7.867 Å. These distances are indicated in
Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: A model structure for the interface between the 10-fold symmetry surface of the d-AlCoNi QC and the (110) surface of 4 bcc units.
For the quasicrystalline surface structure (illustrated by black spheres),
the atom coordinates given by Saitoh et al. have been used [18]. Each
point defined by intersecting lines represent an atom position of the bcc
(110) structure. The interatomic distances are drawn to scale. Some
relevant distances of the QC are indicated as described in the text.

The bcc structure exposing the (110) surface with a lattice parameter b =
√
2.874 Å for Al50 (CoNi)50 [60] has a nearest neighbor distance of b × 3/2 = 2.489 Å.
In Fig. 3.7, 4 lattice grids representing the bcc structure, which expose their (110)
surface and are orientated equally, are superimposed on the model coordinates for
the d-AlCoNi QC given by Saitoh et al. [18]. The lattice mismatch along the cubic [001] direction is about 2 % (3 b = 8.622 Å comparing with 2 a1 × (1 + τ /2) =
√
8.795 Å). Along the [1̄10] direction, the lattice mismatch is only 0.3 % (3 2 b =
12.192 Å comparing with 5 a1 = 12.155 Å). The relationships along the [001] and
the [1̄10] directions are somewhat arbitrary. There is not such a close relationship
in this bcc − QC system as proposed by Bolliger et al. for the bcc surface structure
on the 5-fold symmetry surface of i-Al-Pd-Mn [61]. This fact is also demonstrated
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by the absence of constructive interference in LEED experiments for this bcc − QC
system contrary to diffraction results obtained from the bcc − i-QC system [49].
Figure 3.7 is a schematic illustration for the interface of the mono-oriented bcc
(110) surface structure on the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi. The interatomic distances are drawn to scale. It shows that the bcc units having one discrete
orientation are small and not interrelated, which agrees the experimental results.
It may be assumed that strain between the incommensurate lattices prevents the
growth of a crystalline surface structure with translational LRO. Subsequent annealing leads to the formation of 5 domains of bcc structure rotated by 72◦ relative
to each other. The annealing procedure makes Al atoms segregate towards the surface and to release some of the present strain, resulting in a more ordered phase.
This assumption may be justified by the presence of constructive interference in
LEED experiments.

Reconsidering the presented experimental results in this Chapter, it can be
summarized that besides the quasicrystalline, bulk-terminated surface structure,
two cubic crystalline phases can be induced on the 10-fold symmetry surface of
the d-AlCoNi QC. Considering the chemical compositions of the different surface
structures reveal that preferential sputtering of Al favors the formation of a monooriented bcc structure. This Ar+ irradiation induced cubic surface structure exposes
its (110) surface. Annealing this phase leads first to the formation of 5 domains
bcc also showing their (110) faces at the surface and then to the restoration of the
d-AlCoNi QC structure. Additionally, a model structure for the interface between
the two incommensurate lattices has been presented. The results indicate a strong
affinity between the 2D d-AlCoNi QC and the mono-oriented ternary Al50 (CoNi)50
structure. Furthermore, the results have reconfirmed that the overall symmetry
within each periodically stacked layer of the d-AlCoNi QC is 5-fold and that the
d-AlCoNi structure consists of inclined planes lying at θ = 29.6◦ with respect to
the 10-fold symmetry direction.

Chapter 4
Al deposition on the 10-fold
symmetry surface of the d-AlCoNi
QC
In the previous Chapter, experimental results were presented to illustrate the geometric relationship between d-QCs and sputtering induced crystalline phases. The
sputtering process may have imposed restrictions on the geometric orientation because the crystalline phases appear as a result of local rearrangement or displacement of atoms due to the impact of the accelerated ions. In order to avoid the
destruction of the quasiperiodic atomic distribution at the surface, thin crystalline
films can be grown by physical vapor deposition on the QC surfaces.
Recently, several groups have successfully dealt with the deposition of crystalline
films onto QC surfaces in order to investigate the influence of the substrate structure
on the growth mode. In 2000, Shimoda et al. were the first to report on the
deposition of Au on the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-Al-Co-Ni [70]. Deposition of
0.8 monolayers (MLs) Au and subsequent annealing at 400 K leads to the formation
of two different sets of AuAl2 crystallites. One year later, Bolliger and coworkers
reported the deposition of 10 MLs Al on the 5-fold symmetry surface of i-Al-PdMn and observed the evolution of five Al domains in the fcc structure oriented such
that their (111) surfaces are normal to the 3-fold symmetry directions of i-Al-PdMn [71]. On the other hand, Ledieu et al. have deposited up to 1 ML C60 on the
same surface [72]. At very low coverage (< 0.07 MLs), they observed a so-called
τ -scaling of the positions of the deposited molecules1 . This observation implies that
there exist preferred adsorption sites on the 5-fold symmetry surface of i-Al-Pd-Mn.
Shimoda and coworkers later extended their experiments by growing thicker
epitaxial films (up to 10 MLs) on quasicrystalline surfaces in order to determine
how the surface free energy of the deposited adsorbates, γA , influences the growth
mode. They reported on the deposition of Au-films on d-Al-Co-Ni [73] and i-Al1

τ -scaling of the deposited C60 molecules means that the positions of
√ the molecules are distributed neither cluster-like nor randomly, but that they scale with τ = ( 5 + 1)/2 on the surface.
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Pd-Mn [74] as well as Pt and Ag on d-Al-Co-Ni surfaces [75, 76]. 0.4 MLs In was
predeposited in all their experiments as a surfactant to make the deposited element
rather grow in 2D (Frank-van der Merwe type) than in 3D (Volmer-Weber type).
This is due to the fact that In reduces the surface free energy of the substrate,
γS , resulting in ∆γ = γA + γI − γS ≤ 0, a criterion for layer-by-layer growth
proposed by Bauer [77]; γI denotes the surface free energy of the interface. The
resulting films crystallized in AuAl2 and PtAl2 structures, respectively, distributed
according to the underlying substrate symmetry after annealing. Shimoda and
coworkers did not observe an ordered film growth after Ag deposition. In 2002,
Franke et al. successfully grew about 1 ML thick single-element quasicrystalline Sb
and Bi films on the 5-fold symmetry surface of i-Al-Pd-Mn as well as the 10-fold
symmetry surface of d-Al-Co-Ni [78]. Such a growth mode is called pseudomorphic
[79], i.e., the adsorbate perfectly adopts the structure of the underlying substrate
and does not evolve in its native structure. Cai and coauthors reported on STM
investigations after depositing 0.04 MLs Al on the 5-fold symmetry surface of i-AlCu-Fe [80]. They present experimental results which prove that Al atoms nucleate
inhomogeneously rather than homogeneously. This fact again implies that there
exist trapping sites for the adsorbate atoms on i-QC substrates at which nucleation
occurs. Finally, Fournée et al. succeeded in growing Ag films on QC surfaces.
They observed the same behavior for Ag on the 5-fold symmetry surface of i-AlPd-Mn and on the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-Al-Co-Ni as reported by Cai and
coauthors and furthermore reported the structural behavior for thicker Ag films
(up to 100 MLs) [81, 82]. Table 4.1 shows γA of the elements which were deposited
on the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-Al-Co-Ni. It demonstrates that Sb and Bi,
which grow pseudomorphically up to 1 ML, have smallest γA in agreement with the
criterion proposed by Bauer.
Au(110) Pt(110) Ag(111) Al(111) Sb(110) Bi(110)
surface free energy
γA [J/m2 ]

1.700

2.819

1.172

1.199

0.659

0.541

Table 4.1: Surface free energies, γA , of different adsorbates in units of J/m2 [83].
The selected elements are those which were deposited on the 10-fold symmetry
surface of d-Al-Co-Ni.
The next section presents experimental results of the Al deposition on the 10-fold
symmetry surface of the d-AlCoNi QC up to a thickness of 50 MLs. LEED and SEI
investigations are discussed showing that the atomic structure of Al gradually sets
in with increasing thickness until finally two sets of 10 uniformly-sized Al domains
develop, each in the fcc structure exposing their (111) surface. Within each set, the
Al nanocrystallites are aligned in an equal azimuthal distribution, implying that
the substrate acts as a symmetry template for the orientation of the Al domains.
The two sets are displaced azimuthally by approximately 2.5◦ relative to each other.
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Section 4.2 deals with total-energy calculation results in order to understand the
growth of Al on the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi.

4.1

Experimental results of the Al deposition on
the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi

Figure 4.1 shows a series of LEED patterns at different stages of Al deposition at
E p = 55 eV in near-normal incidence. Each successive pattern from Fig. 4.1a to
4.1e was recorded after additional deposition of 1 min Al with an Al deposition flux
of 0.8±0.1 Å/min. Figure 4.1a displays a LEED pattern obtained from the bulkterminated, 10-fold symmetry surface structure of the d-AlCoNi QC (cf. Fig. 3.2).
In Figs. 4.1b to 4.1e, a decrease in diffraction intensity is observed until finally 30
very faint diffraction spots can be detected lying on a circle close to those obtained
from the quasicrystalline substrate at approximately θ = 42◦ . Figure 4.1f presents
a LEED pattern after 12 Å Al deposition where the new diffraction spots have
reached their final shape. At this stage of Al deposition, diffraction spots from the
underlying quasicrystalline substrate are still detectable pointing to the fact that
Al adatoms have not covered the QC surface entirely. The rotational alignment
of the new observed diffraction spots shows that the 10-fold symmetry surface of
d-AlCoNi has acted as a symmetry template for the growth of the Al film.
During the initial stage of Al growth up to about 2.4 Å Al deposition, a decrease
in the diffraction intensities from the quasicrystalline substrate without any indication of additional spots due to the evolution of a new surface structure is observed.
Electron scattering at Al atoms is therefore incoherent with the scattering at the
substrate atoms. This observation points to an unordered and incommensurate distribution of Al at the surface, i.e., Al neither fits into the 10-fold symmetry matrix
nor forms its native fcc structure. The kinetic energy of L2,3 VV Auger transitions
in Al depends on the electronic state of Al atoms. The transition from the quasicrystalline to the metallic environment results in a shift to higher kinetic energies.
This shift can either be caused by a decrease of the work function or a shift of
the Al 3sp density of states towards the Fermi-level after Al deposition. This shift
of almost 1 eV in the AES signal during Al deposition is measured already after
1.6 Å Al deposition. Therefore, at this stage of Al deposition, assuming the work
function to be constant, the Al shows a metallic behavior, i.e., Al atoms are predominantly bound in the Al environment instead of the d-AlCoNi QC. This fact
is contradictory to the above stated assumption that the Al atoms are randomly
distributed. On the other hand, the amount of Al is apparently too low to cause
a crystalline LEED pattern at this stage of deposition. Consequently, these results
show that the observed growth mode of Al is not a pseudomorphic growth on the
10-fold symmetry surface of the d-AlCoNi QC contrary to the Sb and Bi deposition
on QC surfaces. This observation can be explained by the larger value of γA (cf.
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Figure 4.1: LEED patterns obtained at different stages of Al deposition on the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi in near-normal incidence at E p = 55 eV. The Al deposition flux was 0.8±0.1 Å/min and the
quasicrystalline substrate was held at 300 K. Successive patterns were
recorded after additional deposition of 0.8 Å Al; starting from (a) the
bulk-terminated, quasicrystalline surface structure up to (e) 3.2 Å Al deposition. (f) After deposition of 12 Å Al.
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Tab. 4.1).
In order to determine the structure of the Al film, the electron energy was
increased after depositing thicker Al films. Figure 4.2a shows a LEED pattern
obtained at E p = 142 eV after deposition of 120 Å Al on the 10-fold symmetry
surface of d-AlCoNi. In this pattern 60 broad diffraction spots lying on two rings
are observed. Spots on the inner ring correspond to those presented in Fig. 4.1f.
The bright patches on each ring are rotated by 6◦ relative to each other. The mutual
distances between parallel rows of scatterers for the diffraction spots of the Al film
can be calculated using Bragg’s law as 1.46 and 2.50 Å within an uncertainty of 2 %.
The relative position and the distances between parallel rows of scatterers reveal
that the deposited Al forms the native fcc structure exposing the (111) surface.
This fact implies that deposition of approximately 2.4 Å Al corresponds to 1 ML
Al on the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi2 .
Ep=142 eV

a

Ep=55 eV

b

Figure 4.2: LEED patterns obtained after deposition of 120 Å Al on the
10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi at (a) E p = 142 eV and (b) E p =
55 eV. In (a), two rings of 30 broad diffraction spots are present where
the two rings are displaced by 6◦ relative to each other. For recording the
LEED pattern presented in (b), the sample holder has been tilted to the
right by 18◦ in order to improve the azimuthal resolution. The specular
beam is therefore exposed on the right hand side in this figure.

Figure 4.2b displays a LEED pattern after deposition of 50 MLs Al at E p =
55 eV where the sample holder has been tilted to the right by 18◦ in order to improve
the azimuthal resolution. Thus, it becomes apparent that each broad LEED spot
actually consists of two components which are displaced by a small azimuthal angle.
In order to generate the 30 patches observed in the LEED patterns, each split into
two smaller spots, two sets of at least 5 (or it multiples) Al(111) domains have to
be present. The domains within each set are aligned by 72◦ azimuthal increments,
2

In the following, the Al deposition amount is given in units of MLs.
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whereas the two sets are rotated by a small angle.
SPA-LEED investigations before and after deposition of Al have been performed
in order to quantify terrace and domain sizes as well as the observed azimuthal
displacement of the two sets of Al(111) domains. Figure 4.3 presents line scans
of the normalized diffraction intensity before (solid lines) and after (dashed lines)
deposition of Al on the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi. In Fig. 4.3a, the
−1
radial intensity profiles of the diffraction spots at qx ≈ 0.42Å (divided by the
factor 2π) are presented, i.e., at θ ≈ 43◦ for E p = 55 eV. The radial intensity
profiles were analyzed according to Horn von Hoegen [84] and Gierer et al. [33].
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) value of the diffraction intensity before
−1
Al deposition is ∆q ≈ 0.012Å , resulting in terrace sizes of approximately 85 Å for
the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi. This value is in accordance with STM
investigations on a similarly prepared surface structure of d-Al-Co-Ni by Cox et al.
[34]. Nevertheless, it may be possible that the terrace sizes are larger and that the
measured FWHM value is limited by the coherence length of the electrons used in
the experiment. After Al deposition, the diffraction spots broaden to a FWHM
−1
value of ∆q ≈ 0.026Å , resulting in Al domain sizes of approximately 35 Å. This
value is just slightly affected by the neglect of the coherence length of the electrons.
Figure 4.3b displays normalized diffraction intensity line scans along the tangential direction as a function of azimuthal angle φ. This graph reconfirms the
assumption deduced from Fig. 4.2b that each broad diffraction patch after Al deposition actually consists of two diffraction spots and shows a separation of approximately 2.5◦ . Hence, LEED investigations have shown that deposition of Al on the
10-fold symmetry surface of the d-AlCoNi QC leads to the growth of two sets of 5
(or its multiples) Al(111) domains where the two sets are azimuthally displaced by
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Figure 4.3: Normalized intensity line scans of diffraction spots obtained
from the d-AlCoNi substrate (solid lines) and after deposition of Al
(dashed lines). (a) Along the radial direction as a function of ∆q (divided
by 2π) and (b) along the tangential direction as a function of azimuthal
angle.
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approximately 2.5◦ . Complementary SEI investigations have been performed after
deposition of Al in order to verify this conclusion.
Figure 4.4a displays an SEI pattern obtained after depositing 50 MLs Al on
the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi in near-normal incidence. Secondary
electrons leaving the crystal into vacuum at θ of 20 and 35◦ are concentrated in
two diffuse bright circles, while the rim of the screen represents 50◦ . Since in the
SEI technique a single bright spot is caused by an increased atomic density in a
certain direction, the collection of several spots on a ring indicates the existence of
several rotated domains of the same crystal structure and the same alignment with
respect to the surface normal. In the outer of the two circles 30 discrete patches
are discernible. An SEI pattern obtained from a single-domain fcc (111) surface
structure leads to three spots at θ = 35.3◦ as depicted in Fig. 4.4b. Since 30 bright
spots exist on the outer ring, two sets of not 5, but 10 Al(111) domains must be
present on the surface after deposition of at least 2 MLs Al. Therefore, the SEI
pattern disclosed the number of Al domains and reconfirmed the presence of Al(111)
domains deduced from LEED.

a

b

Figure 4.4: SEI patterns recorded (a) after 50 MLs Al deposition on the
10-fold symmetry surface of the d-AlCoNi QC and (b) from a singledomain Al sample exposing the (111) surface.

Temperature-dependent experiments have additionally been performed in order
to investigate the stability of the evolving Al film. Figure 4.5 shows LEED patterns after deposition of 5 MLs Al on the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi at
E p = 47 eV in near-normal incidence. In Fig. 4.5a, the sample was subsequently annealed at 370 K and in Fig. 4.5b at 390 K. Within this temperature range, the LEED
pattern is retransformed to one displaying the 10-fold symmetry surface structure
of d-AlCoNi (cf. Fig. 3.2). AES measurements show that the ratio between Al
L2,3 VV and Co L3 M2,3 M2,3 transitions decreases after annealing at 390 K indicating
that the relative Al amount in the near-surface region is reduced. This phenomenon
can be explained by diffusion of the deposited Al into the bulk assuming that Al
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does not desorb in this temperature range.
370 K

390 K

a

b

Figure 4.5: LEED patterns obtained after depositing 5 MLs Al on the
10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi at E p = 47 eV in near-normal
incidence. After subsequent annealing at (a) 370 K and (b) 390 K. In
(b), the LEED pattern displays the underlying quasicrystalline order,
suggesting that the deposited Al has diffused into the bulk.
In summary, the analysis shows that Al crystallizes in its native fcc structure
with the (111) face aligned parallel to the 10-fold symmetry surface of the d-AlCoNi
QC. LEED and SEI experiments revealed the evolution of two sets of 10 Al(111)
domains. The rotational alignment between the quasicrystalline and the crystalline
structure suggests that the substrate surface acts as a symmetry template for the
growth of Al(111) domains. Within each set, the Al domains are rotated by 36◦
increments, whereas the two sets are displaced by approximately 2.5◦ relative to
each other to lead to the azimuthal elongation of diffraction spots displayed in
Fig. 4.1f. SPA-LEED measurements have disclosed that each Al(111) domain is as
big as approximately 35 Å. An pseudomorphic growth mode is excluded at the initial
stage of Al deposition. Therefore, a Volmer-Weber type Al growth is observed on
the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi.

4.2

Total-energy calculation results of an Al(111)
disc on the 10-fold symmetry surface of dAlCoNi

Theoretical predictions for crystalline adsorbate orientations on crystalline substrate structures have already been made with success [85, 46, 86]. For QCs no
analogous attempt has been known until Widjaja and Marks [87] have applied energy calculations to a crystal − QC interface consisting of a d-Al-Cu-Fe-Cr thin film
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grown on sapphire (0001) in 2003. A coincidence reciprocal lattice planes model for
the interface energy was used which reproduces the observed experimental orientations of d-Al-Cu-Fe-Cr on sapphire. Fournée et al. have explained the crystalline
Ag film orientations on quasicrystalline surfaces using a maximum density rule.
According to that rule, the densest packed rows of the crystalline films are aligned
parallel to the densest packed rows in the QC [81, 82]. A reliable energy calculation
of a crystal − QC interface requires that the structure of the QC has to be known
with confidence on the atomic scale.
In this section, results of total-energy calculations for the crystal − QC interface
formed in the growth process of vacuum-deposited Al on the 10-fold symmetry
surface of d-AlCoNi are presented. The computational results reproduce the growth
mode of Al on d-AlCoNi described in Chapter 4.1 in every detail and, additionally,
show that for a domain size of approximately 33 Å the angular locations of energy
minima lead to the evolution of two groups of Al clusters on the substrate which
are separated azimuthally by 2.9◦ . It will be shown that the uniform nano-size is a
consequence of the incommensurability of the two lattices in this system. Besides
reproducing the growth of Al on the quasicrystalline surface, the agreement between
the experimental and computational results serves as a test of the quality of the
used QC model.
The parameter inputs to the total-energy calculations are described in Chapter 2.2. Different atomic species within d-AlCoNi were not taken into consideration
because deposition of 0.5 MLs Al already shows a metallic character, signalling
that Al adsorbate atoms interact stronger with each other rather than with the
substrate. Another justification for this simplification is the fact that chemical disorder occurs at the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-Al-Co-Ni reported by Yan et al.
[88]. Hence, the quasicrystalline substrate is thought to only act as a structural
template for the growth of the deposited Al. The computational results depend on
the relative position and orientation of the Al(111) overlayer with respect to the
10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi as well as the Al(111) adsorbate cluster size.
As a first step, the positions at which Al nucleation takes place on the quasicrystalline substrate have to be determined. This is done by fixing the substrate and
scanning an Al atom in steps of 0.1 Å over an area of 20 × 20 Å2 , while calculating
the total energy at each point. The size of the quasicrystalline area is selected large
enough to remain within the limits of the ’quasi-unit cell’. Figure 4.6 shows the resulting constant total-energy contours in the x-y plane. The concentric circles point
to locations of the top layer surface substrate atoms for which r < σ results in a
positive total energy. There are large plateaus of constant energy with an arbitrary
negative value. Some relative minima can be found between the concentric circles
and these plateaus, however, only at few selected locations equivalent absolute minima exist, e.g., at (x, y) = (−7.8 Å, 1.8 Å) or (5.2 Å, 6.1 Å). These locations occur
at twofold-symmetry sites, which are marked with an arrow in the figure. Similar
to a step-flow growth process during which adsorbates are attracted to the step
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Figure 4.6: Constant energy contour plots in the x-y plane. The plots are
obtained by displacing one adsorbate atom in steps of 0.1 Å with respect
to the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi. The interface distance h
and the hard-core radius σ are set to 2.34 Å and 2.55 Å, respectively.

edges during growth, in the present case Al atoms find locations with minimum
energy on the quasicrystalline surface. These locations act as a seed for the growth
of Al clusters. The existence of such trapping sites, at which Al nucleation evolves,
points to an inhomogeneous nucleation for Al on d-AlCoNi, similar to the observed
behavior of Al on i-Al-Cu-Fe [80] and Ag on d-Al-Co-Ni [81, 82].
In the next step, the rotational alignment of an Al(111) disc with respect to
the quasicrystalline surface is determined. To do so, the Al(111) disc was rotated
over the fixed d-AlCoNi substrate through an angle φ in the range of 20 to 140◦
in steps of 0.1◦ around one of the points of total-energy minimum marked with an
arrow in Fig. 4.6. For each adsorbate orientation, the total energy is calculated.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the results as a function of φ for an Al cluster of diameter
24 Å. Several relevant features are observed in this figure. There exists a 60◦ periodicity in the alignment of the adsorbate layer due to the symmetry of its fcc
(111) structure. Another feature is that each 60◦ period is 5-fold modulated by local minima, signalling a 5-fold symmetry of the d-AlCoNi substrate. Additionally,
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Figure 4.7: The total-energy in an azimuthal range of 20 to 140◦ as
a function of the adsorbate rotation angle φ. The adsorbate structure
has a diameter of 24 Å, and the center of rotation is set at one of the
absolute energy minima marked in Fig. 4.6. φ = 0◦ is an arbitrarily
chosen orientation of the Al(111) disc with respect to the quasicrystalline
substrate.

the total-energy curve shows a mirror symmetry within each 60◦ period, e.g., at
φ = 78◦ , thus doubling the local rotational symmetry of the substrate from 5-fold
to 10-fold. Thus, the total-energy calculation based on this atomistic model [18]
reproduce both the 6-fold adsorbate and the local 10-fold substrate symmetry, i.e.,
the atomistic model contains the necessary structural properties to reproduce the
experimental observations in the calculations presented here.
Figure 4.7 implies that the Al(111) disc perfectly fits onto the 10-fold symmetry
surface of d-AlCoNi within the 10-fold orientational degree of freedom (the two
absolute energy minima are separated by 36◦ ). This is true as long as either one
of the structures is relatively small. Consequently, a last step involves total-energy
calculations for a variable adsorbate size with the aim to find a relationship between
the Al cluster size and the experimental observations. Figure 4.8 presents a series of
computational results in the φ range of 56−100◦ . Each plot is obtained for a different
cluster diameter, d, resulting in a different number of adsorbate atoms. The cluster
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Figure 4.8: Results of total-energy calculations in a φ range 56 − 100◦ .
Different plots belong to different adsorbate cluster diameter sizes as
indicated in the figure. An Al cluster with a diameter of 28 and 33 Å
causes the experimentally observed separation of ∼ 2.5◦ (38.8◦ − 36◦ =
2.8◦ ). For Al clusters larger than 33 Å in diameter, two different locations
of energy minimum are favored, resulting in a crack of the Al domains.

represented in the top left curve is the same as analyzed in Fig. 4.7. The location of
two absolute minima changes between 36 − 40.5◦ as a function of d up to 33 Å. Since
the quasicrystalline substrate structure consists of ’quasi-unit cells’, each rotated
by 72◦ , an angular displacement by ∆φ = 36◦ produces 10 Al domains azimuthal
equally distributed. A deviation from this value, ∆φ = 36◦ , is an indication to
a separation into two different sets of 5 Al domains within each substrate layer.
This separation takes place already for d = 26 Å. Since the d-AlCoNi structure is a
two-layered structure, where each layer is rotated by 180◦ relative to the next, two
sets of 10, and not 5, Al domains are experimentally observed due to the presence
of terraces at the surface. For an Al cluster diameter of 28 and 33 Å, a separation
of ∼ 2.5◦ is calculated (38.8◦ − 36◦ = 2.8◦ ) which reproduces the experimentally
observed value of separation. Figure 4.8 demonstrates that the domain size and the
separation are interrelated. A further increase in the adsorbate cluster size leads
to a crack; i.e., the two absolute total-energy minima are located at completely
different φ positions as can be observed in the lowest right curve in Fig. 4.8 for an
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Al disc of d = 35 Å. This suggests that a commensurate growth brakes down at this
Al cluster size on the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi.
It is essential that there exist two absolute minima in each 60◦ period in order to
generate two equivalent sets of domains displaced azimuthally. For small Al cluster
sizes, the two different lattices can match within the 10-fold rotational degree of
freedom resulting in a separation in absolute total-energy minima by 36◦ . With
increasing adsorbate sizes, the quasiperiodic atomic distribution of the substrate
causes an slightly different orientational relationship leading to a different energy
minima separation. This separation in two sets of 10 Al(111) domains has been
observed experimentally. The agreement of total-energy calculation results with
those determined in the experiment for both of these values approves the reliability
of the procedure.
Figure 4.9 shows an illustration of a model structure for the crystal − QC interface between the Al(111) domains and the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi.
For this illustration, the atom coordinates of the model by Saitoh et al. [18] have
been used for the substrate. Each point defined by intersecting lines represent an
atom position of the Al(111) domains. The arrows in the figure point to the [11̄0]
directions within each Al(111) domain. Figures 4.9a & 4.9b illustrate the two energetically equal-favorable orientations of the Al(111) domains. The [11̄0] directions
within Fig. 4.9a & 4.9b are rotated azimuthally by multiples of 36◦ whereas they
are rotated by 38.9◦ with respect to each other.
In summary, this section has presented results of total-energy calculations that
successfully describe qualitatively and quantitatively the size and the orientation,
including the angular separation, of Al(111) domains grown on the 10-fold symmetry
surface of d-AlCoNi at room temperature. Besides reproducing the symmetryinduced features, the computational results were able to establish a relationship
between the angular separation of the domains and the cluster size.
An implication of the presented results is that the rigid-lattice atomistic model
suggested by Ramirez et al. [46] for crystal − crystal epitaxy is also applicable to a
crystal − QC interface. More importantly, the comparison between the experiment
and theory, which is extremely sensitive to structural details, furnishes a critical
test for the quality of structural models. The model used here [18] successfully
accomplishes this task.
In conclusion, Al clusters grow at particular positions on the quasicrystalline
substrate where the total energy is minimized. This fact implies that Al nucleation
occurs inhomogeneously. The uniform size of the Al(111) domains is a consequence
of the incommensurability of the two lattices when both of them exceed a certain
limit. The computational results have revealed that the local rotational substrate
symmetry is 10-fold around the center of Al nucleation.
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Figure 4.9: An illustration of a model structure for the interface between
the Al(111) domains and the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi. (a)
and (b) represent the two energetically equal-favorable orientations. The
arrows point to the [11̄0] direction within each Al(111) domain.
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Reconsidering the experimental and computational results of this Chapter, the
growth of Al films on the 10-fold symmetry surface of the d-AlCoNi QC has been
characterized. Al atoms on this surface start clustering into islands above 0.5 MLs
coverage as evidenced by their metallic character measured with AES. With increasing thickness, the Al film evolves in its native fcc structure, in uniformly-sized, 35 Å
large domain structures, with the densest packed surfaces, i.e., the (111) planes,
of the domains oriented parallel to the substrate surface. Within the plane, these
domains are oriented along two sets of 10 discrete orientations. Within each set,
the Al domains are rotated by 36◦ increments, whereas the two sets are displaced
by approximately 2.5◦ relative to each other. The particular size selection of the
nano-domains and their well defined orientations are explained with the help of the
rigid-lattice atomistic model suggested by Ramirez et al. [46].
The main conclusion is that uniformly-sized Al clusters grow in a Volmer-Weber
type epitaxy on the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi on particular positions
of the quasicrystalline substrate. The influence of the quasicrystalline substrate is
such that Al nucleation occurs inhomogeneously and that the incommensurability
of the two structures dictates the uniform size of the Al nano-clusters.

Chapter 5
Conclusion and outlook
The 10-fold symmetry surface structure of the d-AlCoNi QC as well as an Ar+ irradiation induced cubic surface structure have been investigated by means of SEI and
LEED with respect to their atomic arrangement. Additional AES measurements
were performed in order to reveal the chemical composition for both structures.
The cubic Al50 (CoNi)50 surface structure is found to be stabilized by the quasicrystalline bulk and furthermore a strong affinity between the crystalline and the
quasicrystalline structure is observed. The crystalline overlayer is a mono-oriented
bcc structure and is oriented with the [110] direction parallel to the 10-fold symmetry axis of the d-AlCoNi QC. Upon annealing, the crystalline surface structure
transforms back to the quasicrystalline d-AlCoNi structure, thus resulting in a reversible structural surface transformation. The investigations reveal that besides
the periodically stacked planes along the 10-fold symmetry direction the d-AlCoNi
structure consists of inclined planes lying at θ = 29.6◦ with respect to the 10-fold
symmetry axis.
The growth of Al on the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi has been studied
using SEI and LEED in order to determine the crystal − QC interface without
destroying the quasiperiodic atomic distribution of the substrate. It is found that
Al atoms start clustering into islands above 0.5 MLs coverage as evidenced by
their metallic character measured with AES. With increasing thickness, the Al film
evolves in its native fcc structure, in uniformly-sized, 35 Å large domain structures,
with the densest packed surfaces, i.e., the (111) planes, oriented parallel to the
substrate surface. Within the plane, these domains are oriented along two sets
of 10 discrete orientations. Within each set, the Al domains are rotated by 36◦
increments, whereas the two sets are displaced by approximately 2.5◦ relative to
each other. The uniformly-sized Al clusters grow in a Volmer-Weber type epitaxy
on the 10-fold symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi. The particular size selection of the
nano-domains and their well defined orientations are explained with the help of
the rigid-lattice atomistic model suggested by Ramirez et al. [46]. The Al clusters
nucleate inhomogeneously at particular positions where the total-energy for the
crystal − QC interface is minimized. The incommensurability of the two structures
35
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causes the uniform size of the Al nano-clusters.
The total-energy calculation approach to describe the Al growth on the 10-fold
symmetry surface of d-AlCoNi can of course be refined in many directions. On the
one hand, the simplification not to distinguish between different atomic species of
the quasicrystalline substrate can be ignored and on the other hand, some lateral
deviation of the atom positions as well as a thickness dependence of the Al film
can be introduced. STM investigations could be performed in order to examine the
Al adsorption sites on d-AlCoNi and the submonolayer growth of Al. Therefore,
such measurements could support the conclusions deduced from LEED and SEI
investigations.
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